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Abstract

The study investigates changes that occurred following the transfer of 29 stocks in Israel from a single daily

auction to a more continuous-like trading system. On average, the standard deviation of daily market model

residuals decreased, and trading volumes increased. This suggests that continuous trading promotes end-of-day

price ef®ciency and better suits investors' trading-mechanism preferences. An interesting phenomenon observed

is that the noisiness of end-of-day prices decreases immediately after the transfer, while volume rises only later

on. This constitutes evidence that adding rounds of trade contributes to price accuracy even when trading volumes

do not increase.

There is considerable diversity in the methods of security trading in the U.S. and around

the world (see for example, Stoll, 1992 and Pagano and Roell, 1990). Trading

mechanisms differ in order submission procedures, frequency of trade in a security

(continuous versus batch trading), and the degree of reliance on ``market makers'' in

offsetting any temporary supply or demand gaps. To date, evidence on the relative

performance of different trading systems is scarce.

This study empirically investigates a reform in the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange that

increased the frequency of trade. Until 1987 the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange traded all stocks

in a single daily auction. A reform initiated in 1987 added a second trading stage during

which a group of stocks, called the Mishtanim stocks, is traded ``continuously'' using

multiple sessions of order-driven bilateral trading at variable prices. Examining return and

volume data before and after switching a stock to the Mishtanim group facilitates a

relatively controlled observation on the net effects of increasing the continuity of security

trading.

Section 1 reviews previous evidence on the topic and develops the research hypotheses.

Section 2 outlines the data sources. Section 3 presents the empirical results, and section 4

concludes and summarizes.
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1. Literature review and hypotheses

1.1. Previous evidence on the distortion in single auction prices

Amihud and Mendelson (1987) present and test the hypothesis that continuous trade prices

have different properties than batch auction prices. They used daily data for a sample of 30

large New York Stock Exchange stocks in the period February 8 1982±February 18, 1983

to compare ``open-to-open'' returns with ``close-to-close'' returns. Opening prices on the

NYSE are determined by a batch auction, while closing prices are determined by trade

with the specialist. The major ®nding of Amihud and Mendelson (see also Stoll and

Whaley, 1990) is that the distribution of open-to-open returns has greater dispersion, fatter

tails, and more peakedness than the distribution of close-to-close returns. They conclude

that the method of trade affects the probability distribution of stock returns.

The greater volatility of the opening returns is commonly interpreted as caused by

temporary deviations of the opening prices from their ``true values.'' Amihud and

Mendelson (1991b) summarize further evidence that supports this hypothesis. In the New

York, Tokyo, and Milan stock exchanges the mean ®rst-order autocorrelation of the open-

to-open returns is negative, while the mean ®rst-order autocorrelation of the close-to-close

returns is slightly positive.

There are two sets of explanations for the probable aberration of opening prices. The

®rst highlights several information-related problems at the open. The uncertainty at the

open is the highest of the day because of (1) the need to interpret all the news accumulated

since the previous close (P¯eiderer, 1990), (2) the unavailability of precise information on

the general stock market movement (Ahimud and Mendelson, 1991b), and (3) the

possibility that behind the net excess demand or supply observed hide better informed

individuals such as insiders (the adverse selection problem).

In addition, there are some technical factors which contribute to the opening price

inaccuracy. For example, the relatively large imbalances typical of the opening auction

generate wider bid-ask spreads because the specialist and other imbalance-offsetting

agents are required to depart from their optimal portfolio inventories (see Stoll, 1978, for a

classical analysis of this issue). This wider opening bid-ask spread translates directly into

larger deviations from true value at the time.1

1.2. Hypotheses

The general hypotheses of price distortion at the opening auction and price correction via

continued trade are reexamined in this study in a new way. We document what happens

when stocks are moved from a single daily auction to a more continuous-like trading

mechanism.

The evidence is based on data from the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange. The Tel-Aviv Stock

Exchange uses two main trading mechanisms. Most stocks have a single daily batch

auction, whereas the Mishtanim stocks have, in addition to the batch auction, multiple

sessions of order-driven bilateral trading at variable prices. More details on the trading

system are provided in Appendix A.
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The main hypothesis is that increasing the continuity of trading in a stock via adding it

to the Mishtanim list would decrease the variability of daily returns.2 Trading once a day

does not permit intraday corrections of price ``errors,'' while trading for several hours

after the open may dampen the noise and facilitate a more accurate closing price. The

precise de®nition of the hypothesis is that:

Hypothesis 1: Transfer to continuous trading reduces the unexplained daily volatility of

the stock return.

A second hypothesis tested is that:

Hypothesis 2: Transfer to continuous trading increases the daily volume in the stock.

The reasoning for Hypothesis 2 is that all investor types seem inclined to increase their

trading activity upon transfer to continuous trading. For example, noise traders (Black,

1986) probably like the opportunity to trade for longer hours in the stock and to

consummate a deal rapidly (by bilateral trading and without waiting for the market to

clear).

Likewise, informed traders like the better control on price afforded by continuous

trading. When informed traders submit orders to a single batch auction, they do not know

the ®nal transaction price or market's return. Trading continuously, after the auction has

revealed stock and market movements, better suits informed investors' purposes of

isolating the idiosyncratic component of price movements.

Last, liquidity traders have now a new source of liquidity for needs evolving during the

day (because continuous trading extends the operating hours of the stock exchange). In

addition, liquidity shortages or surpluses emanating from unexecuted limit orders can now

be amended by issuing new orders for the same or for other continuously traded stocks.

Hence, general interest in the transferred stocks rises, and their share in total trading

activity should increase.

2. Data

Daily prices and volumes of trade of all stocks traded on the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange in

the years 1986±1989 were obtained from ``Mechish.'' (``Mechish'' is the data processing

subsidiary of one of the largest banks in Israel.) Daily returns are calculated as the

continuously compounded rate of return, in percent:

Rt � ln�Pt=Ptÿ1� � 100 �1�
where Rt is the rate of return of the stock on day t, and Pt is the closing price of the stock

on day t. Returns in the sample were corrected for splits, dividends, and other

distributions.

Volume data are in number of shares and in New Israeli Shekels. The volume statistics

contain all of the trading activity, because, in Israel, all public orders must cross the
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exchange, i.e., offsetting by brokers or other intermediaries is not allowed. The volume

accounting system is exactly the same before and after transfer to continuous trading, and

therefore the sort of double counting problems discussed in McInish and Wood (1994) do

not seem to exist.

The sample includes 29 stocks which were transferred to the Mishtanim list on ®ve

different dates: February 23 1987, May 24 1987, July 1 1987, September 1 1987, and

March 1 1988. The criteria for addition to the Mishtanim list were based on the size of the

company and its stock trading volume. Only large ®rms that were the most actively traded

in the auctions were transferred. Consequently, occasions and problems of nontrading are

rare.

The study compares the properties of returns and volumes of trade of these stocks during

three different periods. Period 1 covers the year before transfer to the Mishtanim list.

Period 2 covers the ®rst half year after transfer to the Mishtanim. Finally, period 3 extends

from one-half year until one and one-half years after transfer to the Mishtanim group. The

purpose of this division is to document the immediate as well as the long-term effects of

the transfer.3

3. Empirical results

3.1. Preliminary tests

To test Hypothesis 1 (the noise reduction hypothesis), we ®tted the market model for each

transferred stock in each period relative to the transferral (before, immediately after, and

later on).4 Table 1 presents averages (across stocks) of the estimated standard deviations of

the residuals. The average standard deviation of the residual in the market model declined

from a level of 1.77% per day in the period before the transfer ( period 1) to a level of

Table 1. Average standard deviations of the residuals in the market model before and after the switch to

``continuous'' trading. The table examines the effect on nonsystematic risk of switching 29 stocks from a single

daily auction to a more continuous-like trading system. The market model regression, Ri;t � ai � biRm;t � ei;t, is

®tted to each of the 29 transferred stocks in three different periods relative to the transfer, using daily returns and a

value-weighted index of all Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange stocks. Averages of the residual standard deviations in

these regressions are reported below.

Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

Number of 1 year � year �±1�

Stock Date of securities before the after the years after

group switch in group switch switch the switch

1 4.23.87 11 1.62% 1.52% 1.17%

2 5.24.87 6 1.55% 1.24% 1.14%

3 7.1.87 4 1.81% 1.47% 1.51%

4 9.1.87 3 1.76% 1.11% 1.17%

5 3.1.88 5 2.34% 1.38% 2.01%

Average of 29 stocksa 1.77% 1.39% 1.36%

a The Kruskal±Wallis nonparametric test statistic of the hypothesis that the mean standard deviations of the 29

transferred stocks is equal across all three different periods is 18.3 (p-value5 0.01).
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1.36% per day in the period after the transfer ( period 3). This decline in the residual

standard deviation of transferred stocks is statistically signi®cant at the 1% level, as

indicated by the nonparametric Kruskal±Wallis test statistic reported at the bottom of the

table.5

The results in table 1 are consistent with Hypothesis 1 and with stock price behavior in

the U.S. and other international markets. Apparently, in the continuous trading stage, some

of the pricing errors of the opening daily auction are corrected. Hence, the nonsystematic

volatility of the stock decreases. It is noteworthy that the betas of the stocks do not appear

to change after the transfer to the Mishtanim list. The mean betas of transferred stocks are

1.16, 1.18 and 1.17, respectively in the period before, immediately after, and subsequently

after the transfer.6

Table 2 reports the average number of shares traded in the period before transfer to the

Mishtanim, and the average ratio of post-transfer to pre-transfer daily volumes (in number

of shares). In general, it is found that volume decreased by 41% on average in the

immediate period after the transfer. However, later on, in the steady-state period, it

became 63% higher than before the transfer.

It is possible that the ¯uctuations in average volume documented in table 2 are just

re¯ections of general swings in the trading activity of the stock market. To control for

market-wide volume effects, we compute averages of the relative volume of trade in the

stock, where relative volume is de®ned as the ratio of the trading volume in the stock and

the trading volume in the market (both in New Israeli Shekels). Hypothesis 2 essentially

predicts that the relative volume of stock i, i.e., its share in total market volume, would

increase upon transfer to Mishtanim.

The results of the relative volume analysis, summarized in table 3, are similar to those of

Table 2. The effect of transfer to ``continuous'' trading on volumes of trade.

Stock

group

Date of

switch

Number of

securities

in group

Average daily

volume (in thou-

sands of 1 shekel

face value shares)

in period 1a

Average ratio of

daily volume in

period 2 to daily

volume in period 1

(both in number of

shares)b

Average ratio of

daily volume in

period 3 to daily

volume in period 1

(both in number of

shares)b

1 4.23.87 11 689 0.428 1.70

2 5.24.87 6 1098 0.515 1.96

3 7.1.87 4 1021 0.622 1.46

4 9.1.87 3 190 0.774 1.25

5 3.1.88 5 907 0.921 1.45

Average of 29 stocks 805 0.590c 1.63d

a Period 1 includes the year before the switch to Mishtanim, period 2 includes the ®rst half-year after the switch to

Mishtanim, and period 3 includes the the interval from �±1� years after the switch.
b The ratio of daily volumes is calculated for each stock. Then, average ratios are computed across stocks.
c The t-statistic of the difference between this average ratio and 1.0 (the theoretical ratio under the null hypothesis

of no change in volumes) is ÿ 6.4 (p-value5 0.01).
d The t-statistic of the difference between this average ratio and 1.0 (the theoretical ratio under the null hypothesis

of no change in volumes) is 3.7 (p-value5 0.01).
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table 2. Relative volumes changed dramatically following transfer to the Mishtanim list.

Initially, there seems to be a decline in relative volume. However, after a certain period,

the relative volume increases signi®cantly. The average relative volume of the stock in the

®nal period ( period 3) is about 43% higher than in the pre-transfer period ( period 1). This

difference is statistically signi®cant at the 1% level, using a t-test. (Relative volume is

approximately normally distributed with skewness and kurtosis of less than one in absolute

value.)7

The ®nding that increasing the continuity of trade and lengthening the trading hours

increases the volume of trade suggests a genuine desire by Israeli investors to trade

continuously. Had such a desire not existed, trading volumes would not have increasedÐ

they would simply have been spread over the day. A single daily auction appears as a

serious restriction on trade.

Another possible explanation for the increase in relative volume is the prestige effect.

Stocks transferred to Mishtanim were singled out to be the premier stocks on the exchange.

Thus, public interest in them increased. Effects of transferral to a more distinguished stock

list are known in other markets as well. For example, Harris and Gurel (1986) ®nd that

after addition of a stock to the S&P 500 list, its trading volume increased by 26%.

However, the U.S. and Israeli evidence are not directly comparable, since in Israel at the

time there were no index funds.

The results of table 3 are also intriguing because they reveal a learning phenomenon.

Our sample includes the ®rst additions to the Mishtanim list, and it appears that adjustment

to the new trading system was gradual. Table 3 documents a decline in the relative trading

volumes of the sample stocks immediately (in the ®rst six months) after the switch to the

new trading system. This initial decline in volume is dramatic (over 60%) in the ®rst pair

of additions to the Mishtanim list; it becomes less severe (around 40% and 25%

respectively) in the third and fourth additions; and its disappears completely in the ®fth

Table 3. Average relative volumes of trade in the stock before and after the switch to ``continuous'' trading.

Relative volume, the ratio of stock volume to market volume (both in New Israeli Shekels), is computed for each

stock in each period. Then, average relative volumes are computed for each transfer group and for the overall

sample.

Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

Stock

group

Date of

switch

Number of

securities

in group

1 year

before the

switch

� year

after the

switch

�±1�

years after

the switch

1 4.23.87 11 1.07% 0.37% 1.52%

2 5.24.87 6 1.96% 0.55% 2.99%

3 7.1.87 4 0.84% 0.52% 0.98%

4 9.1.87 3 1.07% 0.81% 1.55%

5 3.1.88 5 0.84% 1.15% 1.18%

Average of 29 stocksa,b 1.18% 0.60% 1.69%

a The Kruskal±Wallis nonparametric test statistic of the hypothesis that the mean relative volume of the 29

transferred stocks is equal across all three different periods is 32.5 (p-value5 0.01).
b The t-statistic of the difference between the average relative volumes in periods 1 and 3 is ÿ 2.4

(p- value� 0.01).
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addition, where relative volume of trade increases immediately after transfer to the

Mishtanim list.

The pattern of relative volume behavior suggests that at ®rst investors were hesitant

about the new trading system, and shied away from it. With time, as the ``continuous''

trading system became more familiar, its advantages were recognized, and the reluctance

to using it disappeared.

Another insight is provided by the union of the volume and volatility ®ndings. The fact

that in all transfers to the Mishtanim the residual variance declined immediately after the

transfer demonstrates that the noisiness of prices can be trimmed even without an increase

in trading volume (volume decreased on average immediately after the transfer).

Apparently, the several trading rounds of the ``continuous'' trading stage are suf®cient for

eliminating some of the pricing distortions introduced during the opening batch auction.

3.2. Controlled tests

The tests in tables 1±3 lack control for economy-wide and/or industry-speci®c ¯uctuations

in residual volatilities and trading volumes. To alleviate this drawback, we employ a

control sample. For each stock added to the Mishtanim list we select a parallel stock that

was not transferred to the Mishtanim during the sample period. The control stock comes

from the same industry as the transferred stock. However, it is generally of smaller size.

Appendix B contains the complete list of Mishtanim and control ®rms in the sample.

When the analysis of tables 1±3 is repeated for the control group (where the event date

for each control stock is set equal to that of its paired Mishtanim stock) a surprising result

appears. As seen in table 4, the average residual standard deviation of the control group (29

stocks) declines from 3.16% in period 1 to 2.72% in period 2 and 2.61% in period 3.

Evidently, part of the drop in residual standard deviations apparent in table 1 is not due to

the change in trading mechanism. Rather, it is due to a market-wide decline in residual

volatility in¯uencing both transferred and nontransferred stocks.

To examine the net effect of the change in trading mechanism given the observed shifts

in all-stocks' residual variance, we run the following regression:

Table 4. A comparison of residual standard deviations and average relative volumes: stocks transferred to

Mishtanim versus control stocks. For each stock transferred to Mishtanim, a matching stock from the same

industry that was not transferred to Mishtanim is found. The residual standard deviation and volume of trade of

the matching stock is then calculated, using the same methods and the same time period as its paired transferred

stock. Averages across sample are presented below. Residual standard deviation estimation is based on the market

model, and relative volume is the volume of the stock as a percentage of total market volume.

Average residual

standard deviation in Average relative volume in

Period 1a Period 2 Period 3 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

29 stocks transferred to Mishtanim 1.77% 1.39% 1.36% 1.18% 0.60% 1.69%

29 control stocks 3.16% 2.72% 2.61% 0.273% 0.202% 0.179%

a Period 1 includes the year before the transfer, period 2 includes the ®rst six months after the transfer, and period

3 is �±1� years after the transfer.
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ŝA
Ei � a1ŝ

B
EiEV1 � a2ŝ

B
EiEV2 � a3ŝ

B
EiEV3 � a4ŝ

B
EiEV4 � a5ŝ

B
EiEV5

� bŝB
EiMISH� Zi; �2�

where ŝB
Ei (and ŝA

Ei) are the standard deviations of the market model residuals of stock i,
estimated in the period before (and after) the event, respectively; EVn is a dummy

variable which equals 1 for all (both control and Mishtanim) standard deviation

observations related to the nth transferral event, and equals zero otherwise; and MISH is a

dummy variable which equals 1 for stocks transferred to the Mishtanim and equals zero

otherwise. In the regression (2) the as estimate the general (market-wide) changes in

residual standard deviation, while b estimates the incremental reaction of Mishtanim

stocks. (We have also experimented with a different b for each transferral event and found

these bs to be insigni®cantly different.)

Regression (2) is ®tted to a series of 58 observations, i.e., the vector ŝA
Ei includes 58

observations (29 Mishtanim-transferred stocks and 29 control stocks). The mix of

Mishtanim-transferred and control stocks is required for ef®cient joint estimation of the as

and the b of the regression. The null hypothesis that adding a stock to the Mishtanim list

does not affect its residual standard deviation implies that in the regression the coef®cient

b equals zero.

When (2) is run in the immediate post-transfer period, the estimated coef®cient b is

ÿ0.10 (t-statistic�ÿ1.64; p-value of 0.06). In the longer term post-transfer period, the

estimated b is ÿ0.084 (t-statistic�ÿ1.74; p-value of 0.04). Both these results are

marginally statistically signi®cant and consistent with the variance reduction hypothesis.

The results of (2) indicate that residual variance fell by 16±19% following transfer to

continuous trading. These point estimates are reasonable and comparable with existing

evidence on other stock markets. Amihud and Mendelson (1991b) report that, in the New

York, Tokyo, and Milan stock exchanges, daily returns based on continuous-trade end-of-

day prices are 7±20% less variable than returns based on the opening batch auction prices.

Thus, continuous trading seems to moderate the daily price ¯uctuation by approximately

the same extent everywhere.8

The regression analysis of (2) can also be repeated for volume of trade data. This seems,

however, a bit redundant given the ®ndings in table 4 that (1) the average relative volume

of trade of Mishtanim-transferred stocks eventually increased by 43% following the

transfer, and (2) the average relative volume of trade of control stocks decreased by 34% in

the same time period. In any case, when regressions like those of (2) are ®tted to our

relative volume data, the eventual ( period 3) b coef®cient is 0.77 with a t-value of 2.7.

Thus, the conclusion that increasing the continuity of trading increases the daily volume of

the stock is strongly supported in the ``controlled'' tests too.

4. Summary and conclusions

This study tests the hypotheses that increasing the continuity of trading can produce more

accurate end-of-day prices, and that it also better suits investors' trading-system

preferences. We examine changes that occurred following the transfer of 29 stocks in

the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange from a single daily batch auction to a more continuous-like
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trading mechanism. Consistent with the hypotheses, it is found that following the transfer

(1) the standard deviation of the residuals in the daily market model of these stocks

decreased, and (2) their volumes of trade increased.9

Other intriguing results concern observations of learning phenomena during the

adjustment to the new trading system. Perhaps most signi®cant is the ®nding that the

noisiness of prices (standard deviation of the market model residuals) decreased

immediately after the stock was transferred to the new system, while the volumes of

trade initially fell. This constitutes evidence that adding rounds of trade can promote end-

of-day price ef®ciency even when trading volumes do not increase.

Appendix A: Trading mechanisms on the tel-aviv stock exchange during the
sample period (1986±1989)

Trade on the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE) was divided into three main stages: pre-

auction, auction, and post-auction. The ®rst stage started at 10:30 A.M. when exchange

members submitted their own and the public's market and limit orders to the exchange

of®cial. This start time gave investors an opportunity to submit orders in the early morning

hours. All orders submitted were binding for the day.

Before 10:45 A.M., the exchange issued a ``leader'' detailing the initial excess demand

or supply for each stock. This ®gure was calculated by summing all market orders with all

limit orders that could be executed at the ``basis'' price. The ``basis'' price was the

previous-day's closing price on all days except for ex-days. On ex-days (ex-dividend, ex-

stock dividend, or ex-rights days), the ``basis'' price equaled the previous day's closing

price minus the estimated value of the distribution.

After the ®rst ``leader'' publication and up until 11:30 A.M., the exchange accepted

only offsetting orders, i.e., orders against the initial gap. Toward 11:30 A.M. the exchange

published a second leader detailing the remaining supply and demand gaps.

The second stage of trade was the public auction. The auctioneer announced the order

imbalance in stock A at the ``basis'' price and invited exchange members and the public to

submit orders against the gap. The auctioneer then raised/reduced stock A's price (in steps

of 0.25%) until the imbalance was completely offset.

If stock Awas in excess demand at the ``basis'' price of 100, for example, the auctioneer

raised its price until the ``sell'' orders received covered the entire gap.10 The resulting

price was called the closing price, and all stock transactions were executed at that price.

That is, if the closing price of A was 100.5, all transactions in A were executed using a

price of 100.5. Even if trader Z entered a sell order for A, when the auctioneer tried a price

of 100.25, Z's stock would be sold at the equilibrium price of 100.5. The closing price of

the stock as published in the Of®cial Daily Quote Sheet is the basis for our return

calculations.11

Following the public batch auction, a third stage of trade commenced. This stage, which

was ®rst introduced by a reform in 1987, was limited to a select group of stocks called the

Mishtanim stocks. During this stage, bilateral transactions between exchange members

took place at variable prices. An of®cial of the exchange announced which Mishtanim

stock was to be traded, and then buy and sell offers were entered by the members. Any
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member could accept any standing offer, and the exchange of®cial recorded the exact

terms of each transaction. Prices were variable. For example, if member Z offered to sell

500 shares of stock B at 100.50 and member Y offered to sell 1000 shares at 100.75,

member X could buy 500 shares from Z at 100.50 and 500 shares from Y at 100.75.

The bilateral trading stage continued for up to two and a half hours, and every few

minutes another stock was traded. Most of the orders came from large traders who used

exchange members as brokers, and usually there were several rounds of trade in each of

the Mishtanim stocks. The end-of-day prices of Mishtanim stocks as reported in the

of®cial quote sheet are the basis for our return calculations for these stocks. The total daily

limit movement allowed in a Mishtanim stock was 12%.

Appendix B: A list of the stocks in the sample

The list presents the names of the stocks transferred to Mishtanim, the date of transfer, and

the names of their matching control stocks.

Stock transferred

to Mishtanim Date of transfer Matching control stock

1. First Interna. Bank 4/23/1987 General Bank

2. Super-Sol 4/23/1987 Meir Ezra

3. Delek 4/23/1987 Paz Investments

4. Property & Building 4/23/1987 Bayside

5. Land Development 4/23/1987 Isras

6. Clal Real Estate Inv. 4/23/1987 Dankner

7. Elite 4/23/1987 Tempo

8. Teva 4/23/1987 Taro

9. Clal Israel 4/23/1987 Mizrahi Investments

10. Ellern 4/23/1987 Elgar

11. Hassneh 4/23/1987 Phoenix

12. Amer. Isr. Paper Mills 5/24/1987 Chaman Paper

13. Clal Industries 5/24/1987 Ampa

14. Discount Investments 5/24/1987 Elbit

15. Petrochemical 5/24/1987 Kedem Chemicals

16. Dead Sea 5/24/1987 Periclase

17. I.D.B. Development 5/24/1987 Piryon

18. Clal Trading 7/1/1987 Crystal

19. Azorim 7/1/1987 Baranowitz

20. Polgat 7/1/1987 Lodzia-Rotex

21. Elron 7/1/1987 Tedea

22. Africa±Israel 9/1/1987 Danbar

23. Israel Can 9/1/1987 Klil

24. The Israel Corp. 9/1/1987 Pama Investments

25. F.I.B.I. 3/1/1988 Otzar Hityashvuth

26. Clal Electronics 3/1/1988 Arit Investment

27. E.C.J. 3/1/1988 Ispro

28. Poalim Investments 3/1/1988 Karden Investments

29. J.O.E.L. 3/1/1988 Delek Oil Expl.
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Notes

1. Another technical factor frequently mentioned is ``monopolistic power.'' In markets such as the NYSE,

specialists organize the opening auction. They view the entire excess demand or supply curve and may

intervene to set a price that maximizes their own trading pro®ts and deviates from true value (Brock and

Kleidon, 1992).

2. The data do not allow comparisons of intradaily prices and returns. In the period before the addition to the

Mishtanim, there was a single daily auction and a single daily price only, and for the period after transfer to

the Mishtanim intradaily data are unavailable (because none of the major data processing or databank

services in Israel collected such data at the time). A ®nal limitation is that during the sample period there

were no omissions from the Mishtanim list. Hence, we focus on additions to the list and on daily data only.

3. Another variable which we sought to analyze is the implicit bid-ask spread. However, using Roll's (1984)

formula for calculating the bid-ask spread based on the serial correlation of daily returns yielded negative

bid-ask spreads for all sample stocks at all periods. It is not unusual to estimate negative values for the

Roll's bid-ask spread. Roll (1984) reports that his formula assessed negative spreads for over half of U.S.

stocks. Nevertheless, since it seemed unfruitful to us to discuss negative bid-ask spreads, this avenue of

research was abandoned.

4. In ®tting the market model regression: Ri;t � ai � biRm;t � ei;t, we use daily data for stock returns (Ri;t), and

daily data for the return on the market index. The Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange market index is compiled by the

exchange itself and is a value-weighted index of all traded stocks.

5. Tests of the standard deviations of raw returns reveal similar tendencies. The average standard deviation of

daily returns declines from 2.64% in the year before the transfer, to 2.50% in the ®rst half-year after, and to

2.32% in the steady-state period after. Table 1 and the discussion focus on the residual standard deviation

tests, because residual standard deviation is a much closer measure of the noise in stock prices. (Total

standard deviation of returns is also in¯uenced by the volatility of market return.)

6. Betas calculated using monthly stock returns exhibit a similar pattern with average betas of 1.18, 1.16, and

1.18 in these three periods, respectively.

7. The tests of table 3 were replicated with the pre-transfer period de®ned as three months (instead of 12

months). This was done to examine the possibility that relative to the immediate period preceding the

transfer, long-term volume did not increase. The average pre-transfer relative volume (based on the three-

months' estimation) is 1.22%, and the average volume increase between periods 1 and 3 becomes 38%.

These results are similar to those presented in table 3, and support the conclusion that there was a genuine

volume increase.

8. Evidence in favor of the variance reduction hypothesis was also obtained in supplementary tests performed

on the index of Mishtanim stocks. Intraday data on the value-weighted index of Mishtanim stocks in 1988,

the ®rst year of Mishtanim trading, was provided by the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange. It was found that the

variance of the close-to-close return (0.00042) was 16% lower than that of the opening auction-to-auction

return (0.00050).

9. It is noteworthy that our ®ndings do not imply that continuous trading is a more ef®cient price-generating

mechanism than periodic auctions. We only compared the end-of-day price of continuous trading with the

price of a single daily auction. It is conceivable that intraday prices of continuous trading are less ef®cient

than the ®nal price, and there is evidence such as that offered by Amihud and Mendelson (1991a) which

suggests that periodic auctions during the day yield prices that are not inferior to continuous trade prices.

Thus, the cautious interpretation of our test results is that increasing the continuity of trading is bene®cial

for end-of-day price ef®ciency.

10. Offsetting orders arrived from three main sources: (1) exchange members trading on their own account; (2)

exchange members acting as the public's brokersÐthe auction progress was transmitted ``live'' to

subscribers of ``Kav Manhe'' computer communication network, and many large investors who watched the

auction submitted orders in real time by calling the of®ces of an exchange member representative; and (3)

limit ordersÐthe TASE computer updated the auctioneer about relevant executable limit orders every time

the auctioneer changed the price.

11. On occasion, equilibrium could not be established even at a price change of 10%. In such instances, trade in

the security was halted, the stock was posted as ``sellers only'' or ``buyers only,'' and none of the orders
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submitted was executed. All orders in the stock were cancelled, and a price change of 5% was posted.

For example, if excess demand for stock A was not covered even at a price of 110, the price of A was set

at 105, and all orders submitted were voided. According to the TASE regulations, a stock could be listed as

``sellers only'' or ``buyers only'' for no more than two consecutive days. After two consecutive ``buyers-

only'' or ``sellers-only'' days, an unlimited ¯uctuation in the stock price was allowed.
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